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Can Google applications really become an alternative to the venerable Microsoft Office suite? Conventional
wisdom may say no, but practical wisdom says otherwise. Right now, 100,000 small businesses are currently
running trials of Google office applications. So are large corporations such as General Electric and Proctor &
Gamble. Google Apps Hacks gets you in on the action with several ingenious ways to push Google's web,
mobile, and desktop apps to the limit.

The scores of clever hacks and workarounds in this book help you get more than the obvious out of a whole
host of Google's web-based applications for word processing, spreadsheets, PowerPoint-style presentations,
email, calendar, and more by giving you ways to exploit the suite's unique network functionality. You get
plenty of ways to tinker with:

Google Documents -- Share and edit documents with others in real time, view them on the run with Google●

Docs mobile service, and use Google Notebook for web research

Google Spreadsheets -- Add real-time data to spreadsheets, and generate charts and tables you can embed●

in web pages

Google Presentations -- View them on a mobile phone and save them as video●

Gmail -- Send email to and from a mobile phone, adjust Gmail's layout with a style sheet, and a lot more●

iGoogle -- Create your own gadgets, program a screenscraper, add Flash games, and more●

Google Calendar -- Add web content events, public calendars, and your Outlook Calendar to this●

application

Google Reader, Google Maps, Google Earth, and Google SketchUp: the new 3D modeling software tool●

Picasa, YouTube, and Google Video -- discover new ways to customize and use these media management●

apps

In addition, Google Apps Hacks outlines ways you can create a simple web site with nothing but Google
tools, including Page Creator, Blogger, Google Analytics, and content from other Google apps. This amazing
collection just might convince you that Microsoft Office is not the last word in business applications. The
price is certainly right.
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From reader reviews:

Belinda Timmer:

Inside other case, little men and women like to read book Google Apps Hacks. You can choose the best book
if you love reading a book. Providing we know about how is important some sort of book Google Apps
Hacks. You can add expertise and of course you can around the world with a book. Absolutely right, simply
because from book you can learn everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you may be
known. About simple point until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we could open a book or
searching by internet unit. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel weary to go to the library.
Let's study.

Sheila Powell:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also turn into a life style. This reading
practice give you lot of advantages. Associate programs you got of course the knowledge the rest of the
information inside the book this improve your knowledge and information. The knowledge you get based on
what kind of guide you read, if you want send more knowledge just go with education and learning books
but if you want truly feel happy read one using theme for entertaining including comic or novel. Often the
Google Apps Hacks is kind of reserve which is giving the reader unforeseen experience.

Jo Lee:

Does one one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Try to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't ascertain book by its handle may doesn't work
at this point is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the outside
search likes. Maybe you answer may be Google Apps Hacks why because the excellent cover that make you
consider with regards to the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is usually fantastic as the
outside as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

April Miller:

Many people spending their period by playing outside along with friends, fun activity along with family or
just watching TV all day long. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading through a
book. Ugh, do you consider reading a book will surely hard because you have to use the book everywhere? It
fine you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like Google Apps Hacks
which is obtaining the e-book version. So , try out this book? Let's observe.
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